In healthy individuals, adaptation to left-shifting prisms has been shown to simulate the symptoms of hemispatial neglect, including a reduction in global processing that approximates the local bias observed in neglect patients. The current study tested whether leftward prism adaptation can more specifically enhance local processing abilities. In three experiments, the impact of local and global processing was assessed through tasks that measure susceptibility to illusions that are known to be driven by local or global contextual effects. Susceptibility to the rod-and-frame illusion -an illusion disproportionately driven by both local and global effects depending on frame size -was measured before and after adaptation to left-and right-shifting prisms. A significant increase in rod-and-frame susceptibility was found for the left-shifting prism group, suggesting that adaptation caused an increase in local processing effects. The results of a second experiment confirmed that leftward prism adaptation enhances local processing, as assessed with susceptibility to the simultaneous-tilt illusion. A final experiment employed a more specific measure of the global effect typically associated with the rod-and-frame illusion, and found that although the global effect was somewhat diminished after leftward prism adaptation, the trend failed to reach significance (p¼.078). Rightward prism adaptation had no significant effects on performance in any of the experiments. Combined, these findings indicate that leftward prism adaptation in healthy individuals can simulate the local processing bias of neglect patients primarily through an increased sensitivity to local visual cues, and confirm that prism adaptation not only modulates lateral shifts of attention, but also prompts shifts from one level of processing to another.
Introduction
Hemispatial neglect is a neuropsychological disorder typically resulting from lesions to the right temporo-parietal cortex, and characterized by deficits in attending to stimuli in the hemispace contralateral to the lesion (Heilman, Watson, & Valenstein, 1985; Vallar & Perani, 1986) . Neglect patients have also been shown to have a larger-than-normal local processing bias in tasks that pit local and global contextual cues against each other (Bultitude, Rafal, & List, 2009; Delis, Robertson, & Efron, 1986; Robertson, Lamb, & Knight, 1988) . For example, a bias toward local or global information can be inferred through performance on tasks which require a response to Navon letter stimuli, in which large letters (i. e., the global form) are composed of smaller letters (i.e., the local form; Navon, 1977) . In contrast to the more efficient processing of the global form typically seen in healthy individuals, neglect patients exhibit more efficient (Robertson et al., 1988 ) and accurate processing (Delis et al., 1986) of the local form. This suggests that the deficits of attentional guidance associated with neglect affect not only lateral shifts of attention, but also shifts from one level of processing to another. The local processing bias demonstrated in neglect patients with right temporo-parietal lesions is also consistent with neuroimaging studies that have shown hemispheric asymmetries in processing local and global visual information. Specifically, left temporo-parietal areas (Robertson & Lamb, 1991) and the left inferior occipital cortex (Fink et al., 1996 (Fink et al., , 1997 have been shown to be preferentially activated in tasks that require visual processing of local information, while right temporo-parietal areas (Robertson & Lamb, 1991) and the right lingual gyrus (Fink et al., 1996 (Fink et al., , 1997 have been shown to be more involved during tasks that require visual processing of global information. Although severe right hemisphere damage has been demonstrated to cause deficits in both global and local levels of visual processing (Peru & Chelazzi, 2008) , neglect cases following right hemisphere damage more typically result in deficits in global processing while local processing is preserved (Bultitude et al., 2009; Delis et al., 1986; Robertson et al., 1988 
